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Abstract

Social networks have been extensively studied in recent years with the aim of understanding

how the connectivity of different societies and their subgroups influences the spread of inno-

vations and opinions through human networks. Using data collected from real-world social

networks, researchers are able to gain a better understanding of the dynamics of such networks

and subsequently model the changes that occur in these networks over time. In our work, we

use data from the Social Evolution dataset of the MIT Human Dynamics Lab to develop a

data-driven model capable of predicting the trends and long term changes observed in a real-

world social network. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the model by predicting changes in

both opinion spread and connectivity that reflect the changes observed in our dataset. After

validating the model, we use it to understand how different types of social networks behave over

time by varying the conditions governing the change of opinions and connectivity. We conclude

with a study of opinion propagation under different conditions in which we use the structure and

opinion distribution of various networks to identify sets of agents capable of propagating their

opinion throughout an entire network. Our results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed

modeling approach in predicting the future state of social networks and provide further insight

into the dynamics of interactions between agents in real-world social networks.



1 Introduction

The goal of this research is to develop a comprehensive model for the dynamics of social networks

that reflects the changes observed in a real social network. Social networks are modeled as graphical

structures of connected agents along with their opinions. The agents of a network interact with

each other stochastically and change both their opinions and connections. Based on certain rules

for interactions between agents, the change in opinions and connections leads to long term opinion

propagation in the network as well as other notable changes such as the formation of clusters, or

close-knit groups of agents. In order to predict how social networks change over time, we formulate

a model that governs the dynamics of interactions between agents and use the model to simulate

such interactions over a long period of time. Using our simulations results, we uncover the primary

forces driving changes in social networks such as the propagation of opinions and the formation of

clusters.

The literature dedicated to modeling social networks well represents the various dynamics used

to simulate agent interaction in networks of theoretical structures [1, 2, 3, 5, 13]. However, such

models are limited in their practical application because it has not been verified that they reflect the

dynamics of real-world social networks. Also, much of the literature implements models that either

focus solely on the update of opinions [1, 3, 5, 13] or solely on the update of connections [6, 8, 10].

However, in real-world networks it is often the case that both opinions and connections of agents

change over time. In our work, we implement a data-driven modeling approach [6, 8, 10, 14, 18] in

which we base our model on observations from a dataset in order to accurately model the dynamics

of a real social network. Using the data, we show that social networks exhibit both opinion and

connection change over time and accordingly develop a model that accounts for both [2].

The changing of connections over time in social networks gives rise to another prominent prop-

erty of social networks: the formation of clusters, or close-knit groups of agents [6, 8, 10]. Several

studies have accounted for clustering in social networks as a result of varied strength of social ties

[2, 10]. In our work, we develop a model that follows this trend by using clusters as a measure of

the strengths of connections between agents.

In order to understand how the opinion and connectivity of a real social network changes

over time, we use data from the Social Evolution dataset of the MIT Human Dynamics Lab [16].
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Using observations from the data along with social network theory, we formulate an agent-based

model for the dynamics of the social network studied in the data [4, 10]. We then validate the

model by comparing its prediction of the changes in opinions and connectivity of agents in the

network with the changes observed in our dataset. We also perform a comprehensive evaluation

of the model’s parameters in which we analyze the long term opinion and connectivity dynamics

of social networks representing different types of societies defined by the model’s parameters. We

conclude by introducing an optimization approach for opinion spread in the network which involves

understanding how to change the opinion of the greatest proportion of agents in a network in a

desired direction.

This work allows us to not only model and predict the long term changes that will occur in

the networks defined by available data, but also to gain further understanding of how various

theoretical networks change over time. The model, along with the theories and implications behind

it, provides insight into the dynamics of interactions between agents as well as a set of tools with

which one can investigate opinion propagation strategies for networks of various structures and

opinion distributions. Such insights have applications in a diverse array of fields that involve

manipulation of agents in social networks such as marketing [9], rumor propagation [12], and panic

spread prevention [14].

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we detail the set of observations on which we

base our model. In section 3 we formulate an agent-based model based off of the observations in

section 2. In section 4, we validate the model by comparing its prediction to the data. In section 5,

we evaluate the model’s parameters in order to understand how opinion and connectivity change

over time under different sets of dynamics for agent interaction. In section 6, we introduce the

opinion propagation problem and detail our findings regarding maximal opinion propagation in

social networks. In section 7, we discuss the overall conclusions of our work, and in section 8, we

provide recommendations for further work. Lastly, in section 9, we state acknowledgements.
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2 Data Analysis

2.1 The Available Data

We use the Social Evolution Dataset of the MIT Human Dynamics Lab [16] which details a study of

students living in a Harvard dormitory. The students were surveyed at various times over the course

of eight months and asked to self-report their opinions on several subjects as well as to indicate

their close friends in the dormitory. The survey times we use are: September 2008, October 2008,

December 2008, March 2009, and April 2009; which are denoted as: 2008.09, 2008.10, 2008.12,

2009.03, and 2009.04 respectively. From the surveys, we use each student’s opinion of his or her

own health and self-reported set of close friends.

Each student’s opinion of his or her own health can take one of five values: 2 (healthy), 1

(average), 0 (below average), −1 (unhealthy), and −2 (very unhealthy).

Figure 1 shows the change in both opinion spread and connectivity between the first and last

survey times of the data1. The connectivity in the graphs corresponds to the friendships between

agents in the network as indicated in the survey. The edges are directed because in the data,

friendship is not necessarily reciprocal. For example, if agent A considers agent B a friend, agent B

does not necessarily consider agent A a friend. The colors in the graphs correspond to the health

opinions of the agents.

Note that agents tend to change their opinions and friendships over time and form distinct

clusters in the network. Our observation of clusters in the network supports previous studies that

agents in social networks exhibit a natural tendency to form clusters [6, 10, 8].

2.2 Data Observations

In this section, we formulate observations from the data that serve as a basis for our modeling

approach.

Observation 1: The opinions tend to move away from the neutral opinion value of 0 (yellow

in Figure 1), and towards the more radical opinion values of −1, 1, and 2. This is demonstrated

by the fact that the number of yellow nodes decreases from 20 in 2008.09 to 7 in 2009.04 and the

1When analyzing the data, we noticed that one agent’s (agent 28 in the data) opinion and friendships were
significant outliers. For this reason, we removed the agent in our analysis.
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Figure 1: The network for the 2008.09 survey (left) and the 2009.04 survey (right). Colors represent opinion: healthy (green),
average (white), below average (yellow), unhealthy (orange), very unhealthy (red). Edges represent friendships between nodes.
Note the prominent changes in opinion distribution and connectivity of the network over time. Our goal in this research is to
formulate a model capable of predicting these changes. Visuals created with the assistance of code from the JUNG library. [17]

number of orange (opinion = −1), white (opinion = 1), and green (opinion = 2), nodes increases

from 43 in 2008.09 to 53 in 2009.04.

Our further data analysis involves analyzing trends in the average opinion and connectivity

of the clusters in the network. However, to do so we must first define a method for clustering

the network. We analytically determine clusters in the network2 using a variant of the algorithm

proposed by Girvan and Newman [7] as implemented by the JUNG library [17]. We determine

the optimal set of clusters based on a metric proposed by Schaeffer which computes the quality of

clusters based off of the connectivity of the nodes within the cluster and the the connectivity of

the cluster to the rest of the network [15, pg. 38]. A high quality cluster is defined as a cluster

whose nodes share many connections with each other and share few connections with the rest of

the network [15, pg. 38]. In further analysis, we only use the optimal set of clusters3.

In order to study how the clusters in the network change over time, we introduce several metrics:

cluster opinion, opinion spread, and inner connectivity, which are defined as follows.

Let the nodes in cluster C of size k be c1, c2, . . . , ck and have opinions o(c1), o(c2), . . . , o(ck)

2When clustering the network, we use an undirected version of the graph generated as follows. If i is friends with
j and j is friends with i, i and j are connected by an undirected edge. Otherwise, there is no edge between i and j.
This is done in order to increase the performance of the clustering algorithm and produce more optimal clusters as
defined by our metric.
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respectively.

Cluster Opinion: We define cluster opinion, O(C), as the average opinion of the nodes in the

cluster:

O(C) =

∑
1≤i≤k o(ci)

k
. (1)

Opinion Spread: We define opinion spread, S(C), as a measure of how far, on average, the

opinions of the nodes in the cluster are from the cluster opinion:

S(C) =

∑
1≤i≤k |o(ci)−O(C)|

k
. (2)

Inner Connectivity: We define the inner connectivity, I(C), of a cluster as the number of

edges in the cluster divided by the number of possible edges:

I(C) =
|E|

k(k − 1)
. (3)

Where |E| is the number of directed edges in the cluster.

We cluster the network at each of the five survey times. For each survey time, we compute the

average value of the proposed cluster metrics. The results are depicted in Table 1.

2008.09 2008.10 2008.12 2009.03 2009.04

Cluster Opinion .57 .67 .68 1.03 1.02

Opinion Spread .87 .77 .66 .59 .52

Inner Connectivity .48 .60 .63 .65 .66

Table 1: The cluster metrics for each survey time. At each time, we clustered the network and computed the value of the
cluster metrics for each cluster. The values in the table are the averages of each metric over all clusters for each time set.

We observe a monotonic increase in both cluster opinion and inner connectivity over time and

a monotonic decrease in opinion spread over time. In the following observations, we confirm these

trends with a one-tailed linear regression t-test. The t-test uses an α-level of .05 with time as the

independent variable and the cluster metric as the dependent variable.

Observation 2: The average cluster opinion significantly increases over time. The linear

regression t-test gave a p-value of .00402.

Observation 3: The average opinion spread of the clusters decreases over time. The linear
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regression t-test gave a p-value of .00176.

Observation 4: The inner connectivity increases over time while the number of clusters de-

creases over time. The linear regression t-test gave a p-value of .03986.

3 Agent-Based Model of the Dynamic Network

Using observations from data, we develop an agent-based model [4, 10] capable of predicting the

trends in both cluster opinion and connectivity observed in subsection 2.2. The model implements

the changing of opinions and connections in a discretized way, where the state of the network

changes from time t to time t+ 1. In this section we formally define the structure of the network,

the rules governing the change of opinions, and the rules governing the change of connections

(friendships between agents) that were suggested by data observation. In the later sections we will

present a validation of the model using available data.

3.1 Structure of the Network

Define the network at time t as a directed graph G(Nt, At) with set of nodes Nt and adjacency

matrix At
4. Each node i in the network represents an agent having an opinion o(i)t at time t. The

adjacency matrix At defines the edges in the graph (friendships between agents).

Studies have demonstrated that social ties often have unequal strength [2, 10]. To define the

strengths of connections between nodes5, we use the existence of clusters so that connections be-

tween nodes within a cluster are stronger than those between nodes from different clusters. Using

this concept, we define At as

a(i, j)t =


0 if no edge connects node i to node j,

1 if i is connected to j from a different cluster,

w (w ≥ 1) if i is connected to j from the same cluster,

(4)

where a(i, j)t denotes row i, column j of At. The parameter w represents how much stronger

3We define a cluster as a set of nodes with size greater than 2. Throughout the paper, only clusters satisfying this
property are considered in our modeling and analysis.

4Throughout the paper, we use the subscript t to denote a state at time t.
5Throughout the paper, we use the terms agent and node interchangeably.
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friendships are between agents in the same cluster versus between agents in different clusters.

3.2 Opinion Update

When defining rules governing the update of opinions from time t to time t + 1, we make the

following assumptions from examples in existing literature:

1. If agent i considers agent j a friend, then agent j can change agent i’s opinion but agent i

cannot change agent j’s opinion [3, 5].

2. When agent j influences agent i, agent i’s opinion changes by some fraction of the difference

between its opinion and j’s opinion [3].

3. The degree to which agent i is influenced by agent j depends on how strongly agent i

considers agent j a friend [3, 5].

Each node i’s opinion at time t+ 1 is a function of its opinion and its friends’ opinions at time

t and is defined as

o(i)t+1 = s(o(i)t + q(i,Nt)t), (5)

where q(i,Nt)t is the opinion change caused by node i’s friends and s(x) is the result of opinion

amplification, used to account for data Observation 1 in subsection 2.2.

By Assumption 2, we define q(i,Nt)t as

q(i,Nt)t =
∑
j∈Nt

(α)(∆x(i, j,Nt)t)(o(j)t − o(i)t), (6)

where ∆x(i, j,Nt)t is the degree to which node j changes node i’s opinion and α ∈ (0, 1] is a scale

factor introduced to reduce the degree to which node j changes node i’s opinion thereby slowing

opinion change and implementing a slow learning model [13, Part II]. By Assumption 3, we define

∆x(i, j,Nt)t using edge weights, which are indicative of how strongly node i considers node j a

friend. We let ∆x(i, j,Nt)t be the weight that node j exerts on node i divided by the sum of the

weights exerted by all of i’s friends. Formally,

∆x(i, j,Nt)t =
a(i, j)t∑

1≤k≤|Nt| a(i, k)t
.

Note that if j is not a friend of i, ∆x(i, j,Nt)t = 0, meaning that node j has no influence on node
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i’s opinion in accordance with Assumption 1.

In Observation 1 of subsection 2.2, we observed that opinions in the network tend to radicalize

by moving toward more extreme values such as −1 and 2. In order to radicalize node i’s opinion,

we introduce an opinion amplification function s(x) defined as

s(x) =


x if x ∈ [−2,−1] ∪ [0, 1.5],

kx (k ≥ 1) if x ∈ (−1, 0) ∪ (1.5, 2),

(7)

where k is a parameter representing the extent to which agents tend to radicalize their opinions.

The bounds on the cases are empirically determined based off the data. We will show that these

bounds are accurate in modeling the data in section 4

Using the definitions of q(i,Nt)t and s(x) defined in (6) and (7) respectively, we update the

opinion of every node i in the network using the rule in (5).

3.3 Connection Update

When defining the rules governing the update of connections from time t to time t + 1, we make

the following four assumptions from examples in existing literature:

1. Agent i can form friendships with friends of its friends (agents k such that for some j,

a(i, j) > 0 and a(j, k) > 0) [8, 10]

2. Agent i can form friendships with agents that already consider it a friend (agents j such that

a(j, i) > 0) [6, 8, 18].

3. The stronger the potential connection between two disconnected agents (the higher the value

of a(i, j) or a(j, i) would be if disconnected agents i and j were to form a connection), the more

likely the connection is to form [2, 10].

4. The stronger the connection between two connected agents (the higher the value of a(i, j) if

agent i is connected to agent j), the less likely the connection is to break [11].

In the proposed model, after the update of opinions occurs at time t, each node will probabilis-

tically form one connection and probabilistically break one connection.

For each node i in the network, we use Assumptions 1 and 2 to randomly select one agent j with

which node i can potentially form a connection and one agent k (such that a(i, k)t > 0) with which
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node i can potentially break a connection. Let set Sf contain all ordered pairs of nodes (mf , nf )

that participate in probabilistic connection forming and let set Sb contain all ordered pairs of nodes

(mb, nb) that participate in probabilistic connection breaking. Note that Sf ∩ Sb = ∅.

For all ordered node pairs (i, j) such that i, j ∈ Nt, we define probabilities f(i, j)t, the probability

that a directed connection from i to j forms, and b(i, j)t, the probability that a directed connection

from i to j breaks as

f(i, j)t =


βp(i, j)t if (i, j) ∈ Sf ,

0 if (i, j) 6∈ Sf ,
and b(i, j)t =


β(1− p(i, k)t) if (i, j) ∈ Sb.

0 if (i, j) 6∈ Sb,

respectively. The scalar β ∈ (0, 1] is used to scale down the probability of connection change in

order to slow the rate of connection change over time similar to the way we use α in subsection 3.2

to slow the rate of opinion change over time.

The function p(x, y)t is used to determine the probabilities of connections from a node x to a

node y forming and breaking and is defined as

p(x, y)t =


(.5− c) if x and y are not in the same cluster,

(.5 + c) if x and y are in the same cluster,

(.5) if x is in not in a cluster,

where the parameter c ∈ [0, .5) represents the extent to which agents restrict their friendships to

those within their own cluster.

We update the adjacency matrix from At to At+1 via an algorithm in which we implement the

following cases6 for all ordered node pairs (i, j) such that i, j ∈ Nt:

1. If f(i, j)t = 0 and b(i, j)t = 0, then a(i, j)t+1 = a(i, j)t (there is no edge change).

2. If f(i, j)t 6= 0, then a(i, j)t+1 = 1 (an edge forms) with probability f(i, j)t and a(i, j)t+1 = 0

(an edge fails to form) with probability 1− f(i, j)t.

3. If b(i, j)t 6= 0, then a(i, j)t+1 = 0 (an edge breaks) with probability b(i, j)t and a(i, j)t+1 = 1

(an edge fails to break) with probability 1− b(i, j)t.
6Note that we omit the case f(i, j)t 6= 0 and b(i, j)t 6= 0 because by our definitions of f(i, j)t and b(i, j)t, such a

case is impossible.
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After probabilistic connection update, At+1 contains information about the new set of edges

at time t + 1. The network is then re-clustered using the algorithm in subsection 2.2 and At+1 is

updated again using its cluster-based definition described in (4).

4 Modeling the Data

The model has three parameters: w (tendency to follow the opinion of those from the same cluster

versus those from a different cluster), k (tendency to radicalize opinion), and c (tendency to form

more friendships with those from the same cluster versus with those from a different cluster), along

with two scalars, α and β, which regulate the rate of opinion and connection change respectively.

Using the network from the first survey time in our data (2008.09) as an initial condition (t = 0),

we identified values for the three parameters w, k, and c and two scalars α and β in the model that

best describe the social network dynamics of the data.

Figure 2: Graphs of the model out-
put (pink) and the data (blue). The
model curves follow the trends in the
data points for the three metrics de-
fined in (1), (2), and (3). The graphs
both reflect the short term trends we
observed in the data and predict the
long term changes in the network.

Figure 2 shows the results of simulations7 using the model (the pink curves) with parameter

values w = 5, k = 1.05, c = .245 and scalar values α = .10, β = .15. These values were determined

to yield the best fit to the data (shown as the blue points along the curves).

7To generate the graphs, we ran 50 simulations averaged the curves generated by each simulation at each time t
to produce the curves shown throughout this section and throughout section 5.
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In order to determine the accuracy of the model, we average the percent errors8 at each data

point after t = 0. Cluster opinion had an average percent error of 7.07% and inner connectivity

had an average percent error of 5.22%, thus indicating that the model is reasonably accurate in

predicting the trends in these two metrics. As shown in Figure 2, opinion spread generally followed

the observed trend, though the percent error was significantly larger.

Also, note that after t = 400, cluster opinion, inner connectivity, and opinion spread stabilize

around certain values. As time increases, the average cluster opinion spread approaches 0, which

suggests a convergence to the same opinion among the nodes in each cluster. The idea that the

opinion of the network stabilizes around a given value is critical in our analysis regarding how

to use the model to optimize long term opinion propagation in a network. In section 6, we will

use this idea to study how opinions converge in networks of various structures and initial opinion

distributions.

From the graphs, we can see that around t = 50, the average opinion in the model is close to 1

and the average inner connectivity is close to .65. These are the approximately the same average

cluster opinion and inner connectivity values as seen in 2009.04, the last survey time in the data.

Figure 3: The data at 2009.04 (left) and the model at t = 50 (right). Note the similarity between the two networks in the
existence of a larger cluster that is mostly green (opinion value 2) and white (opinion value 1) and a smaller cluster that is
mostly yellow (opinion value 0) and orange (opinion value −1).Visuals created with assistance of code from the JUNG library.
[17]

8percent error = |model value−data value|
data value

∗ 100%
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Figure 3 further demonstrates the similarity between the network at t = 50 and the last survey

time of the data.

5 Parameter Dependent Model Variability

The parameters in the model represent a number of aspects of society such as tendency to follow

the opinion of those from the same cluster versus those from a different cluster (parameter w),

tendency to radicalize opinion (parameter k), and tendency to form more friendships with those

from the same cluster versus with those from a different cluster (parameter c). In this section, we

vary the parameters in order to gain an understanding of how the network dynamics vary under

different sets of conditions governing interactions between agents.9

We use the 2008.09 network as the condition for the model at time t = 0. Each time we vary a

parameter, we hold the other two parameters constant at their data-confirmed values in order to

avoid the confounding effects of changing multiple parameter values.

Figure 4: Average cluster inner con-
nectivity for c = 0 (pink), c = .245
(blue), and c = .49 with w = 5 and
k = 1.05 held constant. Note that the
curves for c = 0 and c = .245 level off
long term while the curve for c = .49
tends to increase linearly.

We vary the parameter c as shown in Figure 4 and find that c = .49 yields the greatest increase

in inner connectivity. This is due to the fact that c = .49 causes agents to have a very high tendency

to increase their number of friends within their own clusters, thus increasing the inner connectivity

of the clusters.

When varying w as shown in Figure 5, we observe that for values of t less than 450, the average

cluster opinion curves for w = 5 and w = 100 are essentially the same while the curve for w = 1

noticeably differs. Since high values of w indicate that agents allow those within their cluster to

influence them to a greater degree than those outside their cluster, our results suggest that the

9Note however, that we do not consider the constants α and β parameters. Instead, they are data driven constants
used to control the speed at which opinion and connection update respectively occur for which the values α = .10
and β = .15 were confirmed in section 4.
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Figure 5: Average cluster opinion (left) and average cluster opinion spread (right) for w = 1 (pink), w = 5 (blue), and w = 100
(brown). We hold c = .245 and k = 1.05 constant. Note that as w increases to high values, there is a negligible difference in
the long term average cluster opinion, thus suggesting that weighted friendships only affect long term opinion propagation up
to a certain point.

degree to which agents follow the opinions of friends within their own cluster only impacts the

average cluster opinion up to a certain point. Beyond that point, no matter how much more agents

are influenced by those within their cluster over those outside their cluster, the average cluster

opinion will not be significantly affected. We observe the same for the average cluster opinion

spread over time as w increases.

Furthermore, note that the deviation created when w = 1 is one that signifies a slower rate of

change in both cluster opinion and opinion spread, though the difference is much more significant in

cluster opinion. To explain this, we note that when w = 1, all agents in the network have an equal

influence on any given agent’s opinion, regardless of the clusters they belong to. In both Figure 1

and Table 1 in subsection 2.2, we found that initially, the average cluster opinion of the network is

positive and that there are significantly more agents with initial opinion ≥ 0 than those with initial

opinion < 0. As a result, if w > 1, then the agents with positive initial opinions will have a much

greater influence on the network as a whole than those with negative opinions. This is because

the greater number of agents with a positive initial opinion means that they will share a cluster

with a greater number of agents than those with a negative initial opinion, thus allowing the agents

with a positive initial opinion to exert their influence, which is increased by the parameter w, on a

greater number of agents and cause a rapid increase in average cluster opinion. However, if w = 1,

then the agents with a positive initial opinion do not experience an increase in influence on other

agent’s opinions. Instead, all agents exert an equal influence on each other. Therefore, although

the agents with a positive initial opinion still have a greater influence on the network as a whole

than the agents with a negative initial opinion because of their greater number, the difference is

not as great due to the lack of increase in influence based off of clusters by the parameter w. As a
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result, the average cluster opinion still increases, but at a much slower rate.

Figure 6: Average cluster opinion (left) and average cluster opinion spread (right) for k = 1 (pink), k = 1.05 (yellow), and
k = 2.00 (brown) while holding c = .245 and w = 5 constant. Note the long term instability of the curves for k = 2.00 which
results from very large opinion amplification.

As shown in Figure 6, as k increases from 1 to 1.05, the average cluster opinion and average

opinion spread curves increase as well. However, note that the curves for k = 2.00 are very unstable.

To explain the anomaly caused by k = 2.00, we note that the amplification function defined in (7)

dramatically amplifies both positive and negative opinions for high values of k. At small values of

t, when the network is close to its initial condition, there is a mix of both positive and negative

opinions in the network. Therefore, as a result of interaction with their neighbors, the opinions of

nodes will be pulled towards the positive direction at some times and towards the negative direction

at other times. This pulling of opinions in both positive and negative directions is greatly amplified

by the large value of k. As noted in Observation 1 of subsection 2.2, although the network contains

both positive and negative opinions at t = 0, the overall opinion is fairly neutral (close to 0).

Therefore, the oscillations in both cluster opinion and opinion spread we observe for small values of

t are still fairly small despite the large value of k. However, as t increases and the opinions become

increasingly radicalized over time due to the large value of k, the oscillations in both cluster opinion

and connectivity increase as well, resulting in the dramatic fluctuations seen in Figure 6.

6 Opinion Propagation through Various Networks

One useful application of social network science is in understanding how to maximize the propaga-

tion of an opinion throughout a network [1, 3, 5, 9]. Since our data involves a study of the health

of agents over time, we will study how to propagate good health throughout a network so that very

unhealthy agents with a health opinion of −2 will become healthy through interaction with healthy
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agents which have a health opinion of 2. Starting with networks that have a homogeneous opinion10

of −2 (very unhealthy), we change some proportion of the nodes to an opinion of 2 (healthy) at

time t = 0 [1, 5]. From the graph of Opinion Spread vs. Time presented in section 4, we know that

the opinions of nodes in the network tend to converge to a given value over a long period of time.

Our goal in the following experiments is to gain an understanding of what proportion of nodes to

change and which nodes to change based off the structure of the network so that the nodes changed

to an opinion of 2 will cause the entire network to converge to an opinion of 2, an optimal opinion

value, over a long period of time. The following three experiments will demonstrate our approach

to this problem and the subsequent results. In order to reduce variability and the confounding

effect of multiple parameter values in the results, our experiments only use the parameters values

that accurately reflected the data (w = 5, k = 1.05, c = .245).

6.1 Experiment 1

Figure 7: A complete network of size 10 with 50% of nodes changed to an opinion of 2 (left) and 60% of nodes changed to an
opinion of 2 (right). These are sample initial conditions for the simulation in Experiment 1. In Experiment 1, we varied the
size of the network, using networks of sized 10, 50, and 100. For each network size, we changed 50% of the nodes to an opinion
of 2 and 60% of the nodes to an opinion of 2. The results of simulations with the model are shown in Figure 8.

In the first experiment, we analyze complete networks11 of sizes 10, 50, and 100. Note that with

this structure, the number of clusters is 1, implying that every node has equal influence on every

other node. We ran simulations with different proportions of nodes in the network changed from

an opinion of −2 to 2. Figure 7 depicts sample initial conditions for a network of size 10 with both

50% and 60% of the nodes changed to a healthy opinion. Figure 8 shows the results12 of changing

50% and 60% of the network from an opinion of −2 to 2, with the two graphs demonstrating a

10We define a cluster as having a homogeneous opinion if all the nodes in the cluster have the same opinion.
11Networks in which the number of edges is equal to the number of possible edges.
12Throughout section 6, we averaged the curves produced by 30 simulations at each time step to produce the

smooth curves shown in the graphs.
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significant turning point in the average opinion trend.

Figure 8: Average Cluster Opinion vs. Time for networks with 50% of nodes changed (left) and 60% of nodes changed (right).
Each graph contains the Average Cluster Opinion vs. Time for networks with 10 nodes (pink), 50 nodes (yellow) and 100 nodes
(blue). Being essentially the same, the blue and yellow curves overlap in the graph on the right. Note the positive association
between the total number of nodes in a cluster and the proportion required to turn the network completely healthy. Also note
that when 60% of nodes are changed, the clusters with 50 and 100 nodes follow nearly the same trend, thus suggesting that
past a certain point, cluster size has no effect on opinion propagation.

If only 50% of the nodes are changed, the average cluster opinion stabilizes around −1 for all

three networks. However, if 60% of the nodes are changed, the average cluster opinion for the

networks of sizes 50 and 100 converges to 2 while the average cluster opinion for the network of size

10 does not. Note that this suggests the existence of a threshold between 50% and 60% such that

beyond the threshold, the networks of sizes 50 and 100 will consistently converge to an opinion of

2. Furthermore, note that the networks of sizes 50 and 100 required a fewer proportion of nodes

starting with an opinion of 2 in order to cause entire network to become healthy, thus suggesting

that the larger a network is, the easier it is to propagate a healthy opinion.

6.2 Experiment 2

In the second experiment, we use two clusters with opposite opinions (2 and −2) in order to

understand which opinion would prevail if the two clusters were to interact under the rules defined

by the model.

For the initial conditions, we generate two complete clusters of size 10, one with a homogeneous

opinion of 2 and the other with a homogeneous opinion of −2. In order to facilitate opinion update

between the clusters, we connect the two clusters as follows: randomly connect a node in the

positive-opinion cluster to a node in the negative-opinion cluster and randomly connect a node in

the negative-opinion cluster to a node in the positive-opinion cluster. Using these initial conditions

for the network state at t = 0, we run simulations using the model. Figure 9 depicts the initial
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Figure 9: The initial condition for Experiment 2 (left) and the result of running simulations with the model on the initial
condition (right). In Experiment 2, we found that when two complete clusters of opposite homogeneous opinion interact, the
healthy opinion prevails and the the entire network adopts an opinion of 2 over a long period of time. This is due to the fact
that the data-driven opinion amplification function defined in (7) is biased towards amplifying healthy opinions to a greater
extent than unhealthy ones.

conditions and the simulation result. Figure 10 shows a graph of the average cluster opinion over

time.

Figure 10: Average Opinion vs. Time
for a network with two clusters of op-
posite opinions (2 and −2) as an ini-
tial condition. Note that over time,
the average opinion increases such that
eventually, the entire network has a
healthy opinion of 2. Because the am-
plification function detailed in equa-
tion (7) in subsection 3.2 allows nodes
to reach a more extreme positive opin-
ion value (upper bound is 2) than a
negative opinion value (lower bound
is −1), the network consistently con-
verges to the highest possible positive
opinion: 2.

Note that as time progresses, all the nodes in the network eventually obtain an opinion of 2. This

result is due to the amplification function introduced in subsection 3.2 in order to account for opinion

radicalization in the positive direction as seen in data Observation 1 of subsection 2.2. Because

we observed that the opinions in the data increased over time, we implemented the amplification

function so that it was naturally biased towards creating a positive opinion in the network, with 2

being the upper bound for amplifying positive opinion and −1 being the lower bound for amplifying

negative opinion. Since the amplification function favors the increasing of opinions, we can conclude

that whenever a very unhealthy cluster competes against a healthy cluster, the opinion of the

healthy cluster will dominate.
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6.3 Experiment 3

Figure 11: The initial condition for Experiment 3 (left) and the result of running simulations with the model on the initial
condition (right). In Experiment 3, we found that when two complete clusters with each being 50% healthy and 50% very
unhealthy interact, the network becomes entirely unhealthy over a long period of time. The fact that this scenario resulted
in a healthy opinion failing to propagate suggests that when trying to maximize the spread of a healthy opinion, it is not
advantageous to disperse the nodes of healthy opinion between clusters.

The goal of this experiment is to identify some subset of nodes in a homogeneous very unhealthy

network to change to a healthy opinion at time t = 0 such that those nodes cause the rest of the

network to adopt a healthy opinion. The only restriction is that no more than 50% of the nodes

can be changed.

In subsection 6.1, we observed that we cannot cause the entire network to adopt a healthy

opinion by only changing 50% of the nodes at t = 0 if the network is a complete graph. However, in

subsection 6.2 we observed that if a network consists of two clusters of equal size, with one cluster

having an opinion of 2 and another cluster having an opinion of −2 (thus 50% of the network is

healthy) at t = 0, then the amplification function causes the entire network to become healthy

over time. In this section, we use the same two cluster network structure used in subsection 6.2 to

investigate whether it is more advantageous to have all the nodes in a single cluster be healthy at

t = 0, as in subsection 6.2, or to have half the nodes in each cluster be healthy at t = 0.

For the initial condition, we generate a network with the same structure as the one in 6.2, the

only difference being that instead of having opposite homogeneous opinions, each cluster is 50%

healthy and 50% very unhealthy at t = 0. Using this initial condition, we run simulations using the

model. Figure 11 shows the initial condition and the simulation result. Figure 12 shows a graph of

the average cluster opinion over time.
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Figure 12: Average Opinion vs. Time
for 50% of the nodes changed in each
cluster in a network with two clus-
ters. Note that when each cluster
starts out as being 50% healthy, the
opinion stabilizes at a negative value.
Conversely, we saw in subsection 6.2
that when one cluster starts as com-
pletely healthy and the other starts as
completely very unhealthy, the opin-
ion converges at 2 (healthy). This dif-
ference suggests that certain subsets of
nodes are more easily able to propa-
gate a healthy opinion than others are.

We see that when each cluster starts as being 50% healthy, the long term opinion stabilizes at

around −1, which is a long term result similar to the one from subsection 6.1 in which we simulated

a network with a single cluster that was 50% healthy at t = 0. To explain this, we note that in

this case, we have the same situation as in subsection 6.1, except that there are now two clusters

that are 50% healthy instead of one. However, since the two clusters are very loosely connected

for small t, having only two edges between them, they essentially act as two separate clusters for a

time, thus acting in the same manner as the cluster in subsection 6.1 and stabilizing at an opinion

around −1.

From the results in subsection 6.2 and in this section, we can conclude that when aiming

to propagate a healthy opinion throughout a two-cluster network with only 50% of the network

being healthy at t = 0, it is advantageous to have all the healthy nodes concentrated in a single

cluster versus spread over two clusters. In subsection 6.2, we saw that having the healthy nodes

concentrated in a single cluster at t = 0 causes the entire network to become healthy over a long

time. In this section, however, we saw that when each cluster is a combination of healthy and very

unhealthy nodes, the network, although it is still 50% healthy at t = 0, stabilizes around a negative

opinion value instead of a positive one.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we formulated an agent-based model [4, 10] with dynamics based off of observations

from a real-world dataset containing surveys of a student population. The model contains a set

of parameters w, k, and c which represent different aspects of society such as tendency to follow

the opinion of those from the same cluster versus those from a different cluster (parameter w),
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tendency to radicalize opinion (parameter k), and tendency to restrict friendships to those from

the same cluster (parameter c). We have demonstrated that the model with parameter values

w = 5, k = 1.05, c = .245 accurately predicts the trends in the observed data. Furthermore, by

using the parameter values that reflected the data, we were able to predict the long term dynamics

of the network.

By varying the parameters of the model, we simulated opinion propagation and friendship

changes in different types of social networks. When varying c, we observed that when agents have

a high tendency to restrict their friendships to those within the same cluster, the average inner

connectivity of the clusters increases. When varying w, the extent to which weighted friendships

due to clustering affect opinion change, we observed that weighted friendships between agents only

affect long term opinion propagation up to a certain maximum allowed strength, beyond which

the long term opinion propagation changes negligibly. Lastly, when varying k, the extent to which

opinions radicalize, we observed a long-term instability in both cluster opinion and opinion spread

associated with a high tendency to radicalize.

By performing three experiments in which we varied the initial network structure and opinion

distribution, we derived a set of tools that can be used to gain a more thorough understanding of

how to maximize healthy opinion propagation in social networks. In the first experiment, we found

that in networks consisting of a single cluster, healthy opinions tend to propagate more easily as

the network gets larger. In the second experiment, we found that when two clusters of opinions

2 and −2 interact, the one with opinion 2 always succeeds in propagating its opinion due to the

bias of the data-driven opinion amplification function defined in (7). In the third experiment, our

results suggested that in order for a healthy opinion to spread throughout an unhealthy network,

it is advantageous for the healthy nodes to be concentrated in the same cluster at t = 0.

The model created in our work yields not only a method for reflecting the dynamics of and

predicting the changes in a real human society, but also several tools for studying the changes that

occur in various theoretical networks, such as the ones in section 6.
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8 Further Research

In our work, we successfully modeled the dynamics of a network in a dataset but did not verify

that our model correctly reflects the changes in other real social networks. To improve upon the

strength of our model, we will simulate other datasets with our model and compare the predictions

made by the model to the actual change in data in order to verify the accuracy of the model in

different types of networks.

In section 6, we provided an introduction to a study of health opinion propagation in the

network by deriving conclusions regarding opinion propagation in networks containing one or two

clusters. However, their are infinitely many theoretical social network structures as well as network

structures yielded by analysis of data. Analyzing other network structures would yield more insight

into the opinion propagation problem initiated by section 6.
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